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 Through the dawn of the Renaissance and into the Baroque age of music, music had 

become transforma<ve and experimental. It began to transcend and reach new heights that 

were unforeseen to those of the tradi<onal age of music and composing songs of love, songs for 

the church, and drunken tavern songs. Thomas Tallis, a composer of the late Renaissance, was 

composing works that are s<ll sung in choirs around the world today. His most experimental 

piece, the piece that got him most fame with Queen Elizabeth I, is Spem in Alium. This piece 

was wriIen for 40 voices in 5 parts. This was unheard of and never seen before un<l Thomas 

made it a reality. Through the course of this paper, we will find the reasoning as to why this 

piece was forgoIen for so long and to the reason of its popularity amongst historians.  

 Thomas Tallis, an English composer during the mid-16th century, doesn’t have a lot of 

informa<on about him. He is much like a ghost in terms of record keeping. The only thing that 

lives about him today, is his music. Tallis wrote a lot of different pieces that pertained to the 

church and were wriIen for the English church at the <me. His primary emphasis was vocal 

music, and he is highly regarded as one of England’s greatest composers because of how much 

music he could write both for vocals and organ. His peak point in composi<on as most historians 

have it, is the 40-part Spem in Alium which has been regarded as the most unique piece in 

musical literature.  

 In regard to the piece itself, most reviewers of this work claim it to be one that could not 

be possibly performed unless with a lot of prepara<on and if it was for some extravagant event. 

Looking at the structure of the piece, it is wriIen for 40-parts divisible into groups of five for a 

total of eight varying groups. Each part has its own line of music crea<ng different intros, 

different chord structure, and different harmonies that would all resonate together in harmony. 



From the beginning, we hear two voices that come in on the word Spem, meaning hope. 

 

We hear the Alto 1 voice come in on a G and then hear the Soprano 1 come in on a fiVh above 

them on a D which then both match in a drone of a fiVh apart for three beats un<l the Alto 1 

voice changes to be an octave apart and outlines what is presumably a V7 chord. Subsequently 

later, more voices join in crea<ng complex harmonies, but yet keeping harmonic contrast 

amongst the voices. As the motet progresses through its first half, we only hear 20 of the 40 

voices give out in harmony in the motet. The laIer half of the motet starts out similarly to the 

first and then subsequent voices are added un<l 40 voices are in union singing. Based off of the 

score, we can see that this motet is separated by a choir of 20 voices divided into groups of 5. 

 

Each voice has its unique role to play within the motet and they enter and leave as needed to 

move the motet forward in its an<phony in exchanges of voices. The score that is edited by 



Philip Legge believes that the entrances of each choir is to setup the sound coming in from all 

angles of north, south, east, and west.  That as the two groups of 20 can be arranged based on 1

the space and the occasion. The next seven measures show an introduc<on of the next voices 

and the intrinsic voices as they enter one by one and their counter melodies. 

Looking at it, we see the differences in the voices and where the first, second, and third group 

enters in and elaborates on the text of “Spem in alium” As the piece advances, it starts to 

become more and more complex as voices come in and enter. At measure 19, we start to see 

more of the an<phony and movement of the motet as more voices are added from groups four 

and five. Two choirs always seem to be singing at the same <me most of the <mes when looking 
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over the motet. Examining the piece, Thallis illustrates the illustrious ambi<on of 

 

combining voices to match and align to create the harmonies that are complex with mul<ple 

voices singing the same vocal part but singing on different pitches. Moving along, the vocal 

parts start to hand off the baton to the other choirs as was started with choir one, it moves all 

the way down to choir eight by measure 31 we finally hear from choir eight. The addi<on of all 

the other voices spread through the motet, adds a layer of complexity that hasn’t been seen 

before in previous motets. It leads to the ques<on of why was this wriIen as such and for what 

purpose? This is yet only the first half of the motet and not the en<rety of it. In measure 40 we 

finally hear all the voices together, coming in on a GM triad that adds overtones because all the 

voices are united on that one chord.  



The strong emphasis on the G solidifies all eight 

small choirs as they sing in unison for the one bar before they part ways in measure 46 where 

only half of the choirs are singing. The complexity of this piece is shown yet again as a handoff 

from the lower four choirs, choirs five, six, seven, and eight, is passed right on back to the upper 

choirs of one, two, three, and four from measure 47 to 68. The motet con<nues to follow this 

paIern of having voices from the different choirs join and sing with one another while also 

passing the torch of which choirs sing. This con<nues through the piece where it eventually hits 

a restart at measure 115 where there is only one choir singing.  

 As a lot of scholars have pointed out in various leIers and ar<cles, this motet is one that 

has a lot of specula<on towards its origins. Scholars tend to refer to this piece as a “work of 



art”  because of its technical skill in both wri<ng and on the behalf of the vocalist. Some 2

scholars see this as a cry out against religious changes, others see it as a religious seeng piece, 

while others see it as the crowning jewel for the corona<on of Queen Elizabeth I.  Inves<ga<ng 3

further into these claims, we see liIle evidence for the first accusa<on of it being a piece 

against the reforma<on in England. Looking at the second accusa<on, the way the motet is 

structured does reflect that of a religious motet with the simplicity of individual vocal parts that 

would be learned and the way that the harmonies sound. The other claim of it being for the 

corona<on of Queen Elizabeth has more evidence in its favor. Scholars have analyzed what the 

piece and other pieces like it that have firm dates and Tallis’ Spem in Alium is a bit freer in its 

response which is what the liturgical aetude was pushing away from as it strived to go back to 

its original roots. This just shows that this motet was created later than is ini<ally thought which 

backs up the claim that it was wriIen for the corona<on of the new ruler, Queen Elizabeth I. 

With this, it has also been speculated that its primary use was for private recrea<onal singing 

rather than normal anthems that could be sung for any occasion.  This piece and others similar 4

in style fit into their own special category. Many have researched into this piece and have 

looked at its style, its wri<ng, and its harmonies, but have had a hard <me pinpoin<ng when it 

was wriIen. Like most composers of the Renaissance era, there isn’t much on Spem in Alium. 

Most historians argue over which edi<on of Spem in Alium is the purest of them since there are 
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a lot of different edi<ons of this piece. With that in mind, let’s review what author Suzanne Cole 

has put together about Spem in Alium. 

 Suzanne Cole enlightens readers on Tallis’ Spem in Alium and the many confusions 

behind the authen<city of what to believe on its date. Most scores that we have are all but 

manuscripts of the original, some wriIen by unknown scribes. The first manuscript she 

discusses, and the one that has the most credibility, is one that is in the Bri<sh Library, and it is 

<tled Egerton MS 3512. This edi<on of the motet is believed to be from the early 17th century. 

As well, its layout of the manuscript follows that of an arranged score, with all soprano parts 

together, followed by the rest of voice parts arranged together. Each vocal part is then 

numbered indica<ng which choir they are divided into. The text although, is not the original 

La<n it was wriIen in, but an unrelated English transcrip<on that honors the Princes Charles 

and Henry. Examining the text of this version, shows that the original La<n text was included, 

but only for the bass part and then at the end of the manuscript. Now this leads to specula<on 

because the original text is only included in one part and not even the full text for that maIer. 

The line that is included at the end of the manuscript reads, “Thomas Tallis, gentleman of King 

Henry the Eyght’s Chaple, King Edward Queen Mary and of her Majesty that now is Queen 

Elizabeth, the maker of this Song of fourty partes.”  Looking over the phrase ‘her Majesty that 5

now is’ suggests that it was from an Elizabethan source which hints to the wri<ng of this piece 

originally for Queen Elizabeth and not for the Royal Princes. But again, the replaced text also 

indicates it was for the princes around 1612 when they were s<ll alive, and it was done as an 

honor to them. Now this is all an assump<on as there isn’t enough evidence to truly back up the 
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claim that it was wriIen for the princes at this <me. As <me passed by, this performance edi<on 

was performed, but later lost to <me by the 18th century.   

 Another score that has been preserved, which is like the score that has been cited in this 

paper, is more of a fair modern score in its composi<on and arrangement of vocal parts. The 

La<n text is kept with the score as originally wriIen. The score has similar arrangements to 

what Egerton had, but again, was lost to the centuries. Most scores are like this where they had 

a debut, but slowly faded away with <me and were later lost un<l they were bought by 

museums, independent collectors, or thriV shops. This urges the ques<on, why was such a piece 

that at its <me, was considered a masterpiece, was then later lost to <me? Observing 

everything we have discussed, analyzed, and researched the song was popular amongst the 

royal courts, but outside of that seeng, was not used for liturgical masses or seengs. However, 

this motet is one considered to be the best piece that came has come from an English composer 

during the renaissance era. The complexity of it, the harmonies, and the intrinsic way the vocal 

parts move all aligned within this one piece that leV the listeners stunned with awe. The piece 

was Thomas Tallis’ crowning piece through his career, the one that was talked about the most 

for its uniqueness that it provided. To this day, this piece is s<ll one that is remarkable and is s<ll 

sung in socie<es today for the Chapel Royal.  

Modern music cri<cs on the other hand do not agree with the statements of their 

predecessors from the Renaissance and Baroque era. One review from 1836 states that, “[t]his 

composi<on chiefly owes its fame to tradi<on…the forty parts so much talked about, are found, 

on examina<on, to consist of barely four – very ill wriIen and ill digested…the ‘forty-part song’ 

would never make endurable to modern ears.”  Harsh cri<cism from a modern cri<c whereas 6
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most of the historians have deemed this motet “a remarkable feat.”  When looking at both 7

points of view, they each have insights that can provide the frame of mind for each perspec<ve. 

As a cri<c, they are to judge whether this is something an average listener would enjoy hearing 

and seeing again. A music historian is mainly there to preserve its authen<city and credibility. 

Most music historians want to analyze it as it was when it first was debuted in the Renaissance 

era, which by all is a masterpiece. In our modern day, we have other pieces that are considered 

master pieces. Which this illustrates the modern-day performance prac<ce which is to get it as 

close as possible to the way it was wriIen and performed when it was released. Overall, this 

piece is regarded as astonishing to watch, just not pleasing to the ears.  

As we end on the world of Thomas Tallis, reviewing the piece and its complexity, seeing 

through the lens of a historian as to whom this piece was wriIen for, seeing why it has been lost 

in <me, and its short revival in the 19th century. Thomas Tallis was talented for wri<ng this 

remarkable piece, but unfortunately was only ever used a handful of <mes due to its complex 

nature and non-liturgical use, it became a lost relic that was later rediscovered in the hands of 

scribes and merchants who had no idea as to its worth. As it tried to make a revival, most cri<cs 

in the contemporary era of music were not fond of its delicate style and workings that it was 

harshly cri<cized and put back on the shelf of display to be remarked as it was in the 

Renaissance, a masterpiece. For its <me, this work was a work of entertainment, possibly even 

a prac<ce piece for sight reading and challenging the minds and abili<es of young musicians. 

S<ll, it is unknown whether this was truly wriIen for Queen Elizabeth or for the young Princes 

Harry and Charles. It is also unknown to us as to why Thomas chose to write it as a 40-piece 

motet and not just a single choir trading voice parts. With its complexity, the piece was certainly 
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one of high regard and nature. Only sung for the royals of the <me. In sheer difficulty, this is on 

piece that will go down in history as highly regarded in its wri<ng and its musicalized style and 

uniqueness to other motets of its <me. No other composer has come close to a wri<ng such as 

this that has leV a mark of high regards and high cri<cisms from the modern age point of view. 

Spem in Alium, is truly Thomas Tallis’ greatest work that have historians stumped on its origins. 

It will also be the one piece that will live on in its confounding ways as to how it served the 

Renaissance era, a <me that was pushing back for the old ways.  
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